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Language Name: Wu refers to a phonologically well-defined group of Chinese dialects' Wu is one of the seven major

diale]ct gioup, of Chinese, (the others are MANDARTN, MrN, HAKKA, yuE, xrANG, and caN), and is the second largest in terms of

speakeri. Shanghai is a Wu dialecr. The Wu dialects differ considerably from north to south, where mutual unintelligibility

can exist between varieties separated by as little as 200 kilometers. There is no particular overall standard form, although

local prestigious standards, e.g., Shanghai, or local koines, e.g., Jinhua, exist. Neither is there a truly representative variety,

although ,oi-,-r", 
".g., 

Suzhou, are often quoted as such. Because of these factors, and in order to illustrate these differences,

"*u*pi"5 
are given from various localities. Unless otherwise stated, the examples are from lheZhenhai dialect.

Location: varieties of wu are spoken in the two eastern coastal provinces of Jiangsu and Zhejiang, with a little overspill to

the west into the provinces of northeastern Jiangxi and Anhui. In Jiangsu, Wu is found south of the Yangtze River, except

for the region around Nanjing, where varieties of a major subgroup of Mandarin (the River Dialects) are spoken' It is also

spoken oi Chongming tsland in the yangtze estuary and in a few localities north of the river. All of Zhejiang appears to be

Wu speaking wiih the exception of some extreme southwestern localities. The Wu dialect area is bordered to the south by

ttre l,iin dialects, to the west by Gan, and to the north by a transition zone between Wu and the River Dialects.

Family: Wu belongs to the Sinitic (Chinese) branch of Sino-Tibetan'

Related Languages: The Wu dialects are of course most closely related to the other dialects of Chinese. Some linguists

have drawn paraliels between the internal language relationships within Chinese and those within the Romance languages

(one of the first-order families of Indo-European, from which languages like FRENCH, ITALIAN, and Rolrer'uaN have devel-

oped). On this basis, the Wu dialects would be comparable to, for example, a subgroup within the Romance dialect con-

tinuum. However, the validity of this comparison has yet to be tested since it has yet to be shown that the Chinese dialects

constitute a single dialect continuum. The Wu-Min isogloss, for example, is one of the strongest within Chinese, and

possibly stronger than anything within the Romance languages. Moreover, the degree of diversity within a particular

irrOgroup like Wu (or evenmore so in Min) appears greater than that found within any subgroup of Romance. On this basis,

tt 
"n, 

it -uy be more accurate to consider the wu dialects as a sepafate continuum, and any one variety as a separate language.

Wu is considered conservative in its retention of phonological features, especially of iiritial consonants and tones. Be-

cause of this, there is little evidence of subgrouping with other dialects of Chinese on the basis of shared changes from the

protolanguage (Ancient Chinese). Some scholars posit a closer connection with the Old xraNc (or Chu) dialects. From a

sy.rch.oriic fpological viewpoint, the Wu dialects appear to constitute, together with Gan and Xiang, a transitional group

between a northern (Mandarin) group and a southern (Yue, Hakka, Min) group.

Within Wu, a basic division into Northem (e.g., Shanghai, Shaoxing, and Suzhou) and Southern (e.g', Jinhua, Yongkang,

and Wenzhou) groups was demonstrated in the late 1960s on evidence from comparative reconstruction of Wu phonology,

although this was based on relatively few (13) sites, especially in the south.

Number of Speakers: 77-87 million.

Origin and History

The Wu dialects are named after an ancient state, the bound-

aries of which contracted and expanded over time, but which

was at various historical times roughly coextensive with the

area where the modern dialects are spoken.

The modern Wu dialects are originally the result of the gen-

eral imperial expansion during the QinAIan period (200 e.c'-
,q.p. 200). The Northern Wu area was colonized first, and then

later in Qin there was a southwards expansion down the coast

to cover roughly the Southern Wu area as well. In the period

of political disunity after the fall of the Han dynasty (200-
600), the dialectal diversification in the southern dialects of
colonized areas was left to develop relatively free from the

influence of a central notmative standard language. The dia-

lects were also influenced by non-Chinese languages. In par-

ticular, it has been hypothesized that many of the phonologi-

cal peculiarities of Wu such as the retention of Ancient Chi-
nese Initial and Tonal features, the loss of syllable-final con-

trasts, and the development of sandhi are due to the influence

of a Miao substratum. Northern Chinese vernacular and/or lit-
erary standards have changed or supplanted older dialect forms

at least twice in the history of Wu (and Southern dialects in
general). This has resulted in complex stratification of many

aspects of the Wu linguistic structure. A similar process can

be witnessed today, as the Wu dialects are influenced by an-

other northern standard, namely Modern Standard Chinese.

The phonological development of the Wu dialects from
Ancient Chinese is characterized by conservatism in the Ini-
tials and loss of contrast in the Finals. Unlike the vast maiority

t
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Table 1: Consonants

Labial DentaV
Alveolar

Palatal Yelar/
Glottal

Stops Voiceless, asp ph rh kh

Voiceless, unasp p t k

Voiced b d

Fricatives Voiceless f S Q h

Voiced z Z

Affricates Voiceless, asp tsh r0h

Voiceless, unasp ts t9

Voiced dz dz

Nasals m n J1 I
Lateral

of the Chinese dialects, Wu preserved the Ancient Chinese
three-way division of syllable-initial stops and affricates (*ph,
*p, *b, etc.), and two-way division of fricatives (*s, *2, etc.).
However, the place contrast in the syllable-final stops *p, *1,

and *k was lost. These became deoralized to a glottal stop,
which disappears in close juncture. Ancient Chinese syllable-
final nasals xm, *n, *g, also underwent a merger to a single
phonemic nasal, or disappeared after nasalizing the vowel.
Under certain conditions, especially in the south, the process
is carried further by loss of vowel nasalization.The tones show
both conservative and innovative traits. They retain a core-
spondence, in citation form, between pitch onset height, pho-
nation type, and manner of articulation of syllable-initial con-
sonant, which is taken to reflect an exaggeration of late An-
cient Chinese allotony. However, the various types of com-
plex tone sandhi found in Wu are not reconstructable for An-
cient Chinese, and must represent a Wu innovation. How they
arose-in particular the origin of the left versus right spread_
ing difference-is still a mystery. The individual tones differ
considerably among the dialects, but, at least in the north, there
is general similarity in the tone sandhi shapes. Tlris suggests
that there has been more change over time in the individual
tones than in the sandhi shapes.

Orthography and Basic Phonology

There is no accepted romanization, although several systems
have been proposed for individual dialects, e.g., Shanghai. Most
descriptions use the IPA to indicate sounds, in conjunction with
appropriate Chinese characters to indicate morphemes.

Wu, like many south Asian languages, has phonological pat-
terning of a very different sort from that observed in ENclrsn
and other Western languages. The only consonants that can
occur at the end of the syllable in Wu, for example, are t1 and
?. This is one of the reasons why it is appropriate to describe
the phonological structure of Wu in terms of syllable-structure
constituents, rather than phonemes. The Wu syllable consists
of three immediate constituents: a Tone; an Initial, i.e., an ini-
tial consonanl and a Final, i.e., an optional semivocalic onglide,

vowel, and an optional final consonant. (The terms Initial and
Final are used in Chinese linguistics; they correspond to what
is commonly referred to in modern phonology as onset and
rhyme. In traditional terminology, the term ,.rhyme" refers to
the final minus the onglide.) Thus in the Zhenhai word for
'needle' - t6ry 4l - the to is the Initial, ry is the Final, and 41
indicates the (falling pitch of the) Tone. One important phono_
logical feature of Wu is that the tone is relevant for accounting
for the distribution of both Initials and Finals, at least in *o.ro-
syllabic words.

With the exception of Old Xiang, Wu is the only Chinese
dialect group to maintain a three-way distinction among aspi_
rated, voiceless unaspirated, and voiced stops.

The phonetic reaTization of the voiced stops and fricatives
differs depending on where they occur. Word internally, they
are modally voiced, but word initially, they are usually voice_
less lenis. For example, the palatal affricate in lhe Zhenhai
morpheme 'tide - dynasty' is voiceless lenis in the word clpc
si ll 441 'tide', bur modally voiced in the word mrydvc il
441'Ming dynasty'.

Tones. Most Wu dialects have a rather large inventory of
seven or eight tones (Shanghai is unusual in having only five).
The table below gives the pitch values of tones from the North_
ern dialect of Changshu. Tones are notated with the conven_
tional Chao 'tone letters'. These show the pitch of a tone with
a five-point scale: 5 is the highest point in a speaker,s normal
pitch range; I is the lowest. Level pitches are usually shown
with two integers. Underscoring indicates short pitch.

Tones in Changshu
SHU

YIN 53 423
YANG 33 31

RU

324 5
213 2

Two of the tones in Wu, traditionally calledRz or ,entering'

tones, are usually very short with shor-t lax vowels, and end in
a glottal stop before a pause. They also have a small (circa 3_
6) number of contrasting rhymes. The other tones, tradition_
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ally called Shu, arc long, with long finals, and have a much

larger number (circa 25) of contrasting rhymes. Wu tones can

also be divided into two other natural classes, traditionally
calledyin andyang.Yanglones have low pitch onset, marked

breathy or whispery phonation types, and cooccur with voice-

less breathy initial consonants. Yin tones have higher pitch

onset, model or tense phonation type, and cooccur with voice-

less initial consonants, or sonorants with glottal-stop onsets. It
is generally believed that the breathy phonation type in the

yang torrcs is conditioned by an initial breathy stop. However,

breathy phonation occurs onyang tones irrespective of the ini-
tial consonant: it is found, for example, on syllables with ini-
tial fricatives and indeed with no initial consonant' It must,

therefore, be considered an independent part of the realization

for the yang Iofies.
Tone in Wu is phonemic, but unlike most other tone lan-

guages, tonal contrasts often depend on features other than

pitch alone, like phonation type, vowel duration, phonation

offset. and manner of initial consonant. Wu tones can change

drastically depending on morphological and syntactic struc-

ture, and this tone sandhi is the most complex of any of the

Chinese languages, and probably of any of the world's tone

languages. For example, a level pitch on tsha 'to fry' and a

dipping pitch on vE 'rice' (thus: 33 213) means 'to fry rice',
but if the pitch is rising then falling (thus: 334 51) it means

'fried rice'. One extremely important distinction in Wu tone

sandhi is so-called left versus right dominance. In left-domi-
nant dialects, the pitch shape of the tones is determined by the

tones at the beginning of a word, and tonal contrasts are neu-

rrahzedtowards its end. Right-dominant dialects, which show

the opposite behavior, are found in the south, but the exact

location of the boundary between teft- and right-dominant dia-

lects is not known.
Finals. Finals are composed of a rhyme and an optional

semivowel on-glide, usually j , w , ot q. There are two sets of
rhymes: one occurs with entering (Ru) tones, and one occurs

with Shu tones.

Table 2: Rhymes in Shu Tones

Fronl Central Back Diphthongs

Plain

High 1y u

High-mid e@

Low-mid c Gy, er

Low a o au

Nasal

High i ir)

I vt:

u1l

Mid TG

Low & a0 o

Syllabic consonants: ryl q n S.

Table 3: Rhymes with Ru Tones

Front Central Back

High r?

High-mid @?

Low-mid c?

Low a?

Basic Morphology

As with other varieties of Chinese, Wu dialects are best
typologized as isolatingianalytic, with a low ratio of morphemes

to word. The vast majority of morphemes is realized by syl-
lable-sized allomorphs (this is what is meant by the often-heard

comment that "Chinese is a 'monosyllabic' language"). Words
are formed primarily by compounding and/or affixal deriva-
tion, e.g., Zhenhai:

ts4334-dey 5I
paper-nominal suffix

5 1 -sd 34 -tsz 51

'paper'

'student'
study-profession suffix-nominal suffix

a44-m37
kinship prefix-mother

'mother'

The same few types of exceptions to the one syllable-one
morpheme equivalence exist, as in most other dialects, e.g.,

monomorphemic polysyllabic words like: wudia? 11 4 'but-
terfly', bibc ll 441 'pipa'. Bimorphemic monosyllabic words
involve the diminutiveffamiliar morpheme, which is signaled

by tone change in some dialects. For example in Wenling the

33 tone in the word for 'chicken' changes to 15 to indicate
'little chicken'. Such tone changes probably reflect the effect
of a former nasal diminutive suffix that has changed the tone

of the root morpheme by tone sandhi and then disappeared.

The fossilized remnants of a previously separate diminutive
nasal suffix can also be seen in morphophonemic and tonemic
variation in some other mid and southem coastal Wu dialects.

There is no complex inflectional morphology. Inflectional
morphemes are restricted to a typically small inventory of ver-
bal aspectual suffixes and negative prefixes.

Basic Syntax

Wu syntax, like other varieties of Chinese, reflects pragmatic
dimensions like topicality and definiteness. Word order is struc-

tured in terms of topic-comment, where the topic can be any

constituent, including a full sentence, as in:

q-nau zd-ir-ts4 ja-drey t& dzi va ho

Ltt4 113431 11 24334 !334
you yesterday evening hit him not good
'It wasn't good you hitting him last night.'
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dz\ - La? ?jr4 - vag wei
1 25 33 441 11
they English can
'Can they speak English?,

Contact with Other

- ta? kd vei
4 334 3t

speak Q

Languages

The usual order of major constituents within a sentence is
SVO, e.g.:

lzi a-ry le-tfl dz& Jri-prg -qe? i_zd,
24 44 31 11 4 11 11 ++ Z- 33 441he mother pRoc wash dirty-ross clothes
'His mother is washing dirty clothes.'

However, a well-known characteristic of Wu is the preposing
ofthe direct object Np in front ofrhe verb. This is especiail!
common in questions, e.g.:

(2)r)r - tshT rei 4i- dcry ka hq _ le? a jull 441 33 ! 242 41 33 4 231 11tooth face tongue so good eenr still exist

0o - thu!
224 441
bite pain
'It still hurts when you bite your tongue, no matter how
well it gets on with your teeth.,

(3) kr? cy s5 - ei ta?
5 33 5 sz1
this call whar a
'What's this called?'

P{tottr. to. Preserve, protect, andrromote the Language

Speaking dialect is neither actively encouraged or discouraged,
and occurs in sociolinguistically well_definedlircumstances. The
desire to signal individual identity through dialect is an impor_
tant factor in maintaining intemal diversity. Dialects tend to be
primarily heteronymous with respect to local prestigious forms,
e.g., Shanghai. However, increasing influence from the National
Standard (Mandarin-basedputongiua) has also been noted.

Although the standard is used for official broadcasts on tele-
vision (including the news), Wu is used on local radio and
television for other programming.
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Varieties of Chinese generally do not borrow words readilv
and prefer to forn new words with language_intemal resources.
However, a small number of loun*ord, oiloun blends in some
Wu dialects can be attributed to trade and missionary activity
in the Ningpo and Shanghai regions in rhe mid_lgtiOr. Uort
are no longer in use. Examples attested in Ningpo dialect in
1840 are law s.z 2421 .roasr (beef)', ana prg pil ary 33 4 33

^i1e_c1eam' 
(lit. 'ice (pty) pudding'). The worduy ai a se tt +

3_,21 'Indian policeman (in British concession), (lit. red head"I say") dates from the Treaty port era of Shanghai. The eco_

lomrc 11d 
cultural importance of Modem Shanghai is reflected

in a fairly large number of current English bJnowings, e.g.,
6c 5l 'shot' (in baskerball); gc! t3 ,goat'; 

khe s.z 443i ,kis;,.

Common Words

Integers indicate pitch oftones after sandhi rule application.

Wenzhou Dialect
man: n@31 gei
woman: yy24 gei
small: sai 45
water: sz 45
yes: 424
sun: tha 42 i 3l (vai 12)
no: fu45 245
three: sa44
good: xe 45
fish: jcey 3l
bird: tie 45
big: du 11

dog: kau 45
tree: z 11

Example Sentences

(1)vE tghqS - kau vd- la?245sr11
rice eat-nxp a.
'Hello.' (lit. 'have you eaten yet?')

ZhenhaiDialect
nei ll ptq 441

1ty 2249q 5t
qc 323
si 323

4242 gc? L

ni 1 dcey 23 bu 5t
vd lz 242
sE 441
ho323

4 231
tic 323
dau 213
wd ll ki 441
2 213


